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http://www.usea.org/sites/default/files/event-
/Tanzania%20DSM%20and%20Advanced%20M
etering%20Workshop%20May%202013.pdf 
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http://www.renewgridmag.com/e107_plugins/
content/content.php?content.6928 
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                                       (from Idigi “device cloud”, coding site)                 
  
                                                           Gateway: (identifier /account number)    
                                                             Time >  18:12:13  
                                                       Tue May 27 2014  
 
                                                  UTC 2000: 454551133  
                                                          Gas Meter > Total: 7446.2 ccf  
                                                       Electric Meter > Total: 20308.23 kWh 
                                                        Water Meter > Total: 98990 US gal 



Accurate & Easy-to-Deploy  
In-Home Energy Sensing   
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Professors James Fogarty1, James Landay1, Shwetak N. Patel1,2 
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university of washington 



what about in-home “eco-feedback” 
displays? 



hydrosense gassense electrisense 

ubicomp lab 
http://ubicomplab.cs.washington.edu sustainability research 

high resolution resource consumption 
sensing for electricity, water and gas 



device-level information 

or 

or 

or 

sometimes called 
disaggregated or 
disambiguated  
data 
 
information down 
to the source of 
consumption 



electrisense: appliance level sensing with 
two sensors 

powerline event  
detection sensor 

contactless power  
consumption sensor 

automatically detects and 
classifies electrical events 
on the home powerline 

whole-home power 
consumption sensing from 

outside breaker panel 

Patel et al., UbiComp 2007 Patel et al., To Appear 



how  
does  
this  

work? 



installing contactless power consumption 
sensor 

or 

installs on the outside of the circuit breaker box 



how contactless power consumption 
sensing works 

calculate current flow based on the 
magnetic field generated by the two 
electrical feeds in the breaker box 

use a magnetoresistive sensor to measure 
magnetic field, which radiates a few 
centimeters outward, even through sheet 
metal 



how ped works 
three classes of noise 

resistive inductive loads 
(e.g., from motors) 

loads with solid 
state switching 
(e.g., tvs, cfls, 

computers) 

generates continuous noise 



transients   continuous  
noise 

fan resonant 
noise frequency 

tv resonant 
noise frequency 



fan resonant 
noise frequency 

tv resonant 
noise frequency 



hydrosense: pressure- 
based sensor 

toilet 

kitchen sink 

shower 
pr
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su

re
 w

av
es

 



raw bathroom sink signal 

stabilized  
pressure drop 

open 
valve 

close 
valve 

time (t) 



home 1 home 2 home 3 
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example open events 

signature dependent on: 
- fixture type 
- fixture location in home 

 
 



GasSense: Appliance-Level, 
Single-Point Sensing of Gas 

Activity in the Home 
Gabe Cohn1, Sidhant Gupta2, Jon Froehlich2, Eric Larson1, Shwetak Patel1,2  

1Electrical Engineering, 2Computer Science and Engineering 
 



gassense installs on outside of gas 
regulator 



the intensity of 
this audio 

signal and its 
rate of change 
indicate fixture 

and directly 
correlates to 

flow  

the gassense signal 



how gassense works 

Filter 
Ambient 

Noise and 
Extract 
Hissing 

data 
cleansing 

ML 
Algorithms 

classify 
event 

instrumented 
regulator a gas event extract 

signal 



example data 



using the stove 



enable new kinds of consumption 
feedback 



redesign bills 



redesigned websites 



 disaggregated feedback study 



hydrosense 

easy-to-install 

gassense electrisense 

advanced home resource consumption 
sensing 

low-cost device-level 
information 

ubicomp lab 
http://ubicomplab.cs.washington.edu sustainability research 



Thank You! 
jonfroehlich@gmail.com 
twitter @jonfroehlich 

design: 
use: 
build: ubicomp lab 

university of washington sustainability research 
university of washington 
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  Jon Froehlich      Gabe Cohn     Sidhant Gupta      Eric Larson      Tim Campbell    Kate Everitt  Marilyn Ostergren Shwetak Patel   James Fogarty   James Landay 

http://ubicomplab.cs.washington.edu 
http://dub.washington.edu/ 
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